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   PART. A 

1. 

1.  In D-MPFI, D comes from German word “druck” which means pressure. In this the amount of fuel injected (fuel 

metering) is done by considering vacuum pressure in inlet manifold and engine speed  

2. Common rail direct injection (CRDI) system, Individual pump system and Distributor system  

3.     

 Prolonged exposure to hydrocarbons contributes to asthma, liver disease, and cancer, overexposure of carbon 

monoxide poisoning may be fatal.  

  NOx is a precursor to smog and acid rain. NOx is a mixture of NO and NO2. NO2 destroys resistance to 

respiratory infection. 

  Particulate matter causes negative health effects, including but not limited to respiratory disease. iv. Oil, 

petroleum products and other toxins from automobiles kill fish, plants, aquatic life and even people  

4.   

 R-12 : Dichlorodifluoromethane 

  Chlorofluorocarbon halo methane (CFC),  

 R134a; Tetrafluroethane (CF3CH2F) from HFC family   

 Nitrous Oxide, Methane, Carbon Dioxide etc.  

5. Seatbelt and airbag.  

PART B 

2.  

1.     Throttle body injection 
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• In this an injector assembly is attached to a throttle body. This injector throttle body assembly is 

installed on the intake manifold in place of a carburetor 

• Injector usually upstream from throttle (air intake side) or in some cases placed on the opposite side. 

Pressures are low that is 2 to 6 bar. Maybe injected irrespective of intake process 

• Has same air and fuel mixing and distribution problems as carburetor but without venturi restriction 

so gives higher engine volumetric efficiency 

• It requires only one circuit in the computer to control injection. It is less precise when compared to 

other injection systems 

 

2.         Control of diesel smoke: 

Diesel smoke can be controlled by following methods; 

 De rating: by decreasing the engine rating 

 Correct time maintenance 

 Using Smoke suppressant additives; Some barium compounds reduce smoke by reducing combustion 

temperature  

  Catalytic mufflers 

  Fumigation- process of introducing small amount of fuel into intake manifold. Start pre combustion 

reaction before and reduce chemical delay in combustion stroke  

3.  Advantages of ABS  
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 Better braking performance under most conditions  

 Dramatically decreases stopping distance  

  By prevention of wheel lock up, ABS enables the driver to maintain steering control 

  Decreases or eliminates the chance of losing control under panic braking  

 Enables the possibility of a traction control system  

 Significantly reduced risk of skidding while braking  

4. Methods of controlling NOx 

 Humid Air Method  

 Exhaust Gas Re circulation (EGR) 

  Water Injection and Water emulsion  

 High Scavenge Pressure and Compression Ratio  

 Selective Catalytic Reduction 

 Two Stage Turbocharger  

 Engine Component Modification  

5. components of automobile air condition system  

 Compressor  

 Condenser,  

 Evaporator, 

  Orifice Tube/Thermal Expansion Valve,  

 Receiver/Drier/Accumulator  

6.  Advantages Of Automatic Climate Control System 

 Increases comfort of occupants by allowing the perfect in-car temperature to be selected and 

maintained. 

 Protects from pollution, smog and traffic fumes 

 Constantly filters air-borne pollutants like pollen and dust from entering the car 

 Enjoy warmth without stuffiness in winter 

 Clean fresh air even in the heaviest traffic 

 Remain cool, calm and collected regardless of the external temperature or humidity 
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 Improved screen and window visibility, especially during winter, when the external climate is damp, air 

conditioning works in conjunction with the heating system to provide rapid and continued demisting of 

the windows.  

 Prevents drowsiness and enhances driver awareness, allowing the driver to stay alert and fresh  

 By allowing car windows to be kept closed, the car's aerodynamics remain unaltered, lowering external 

noise and  increasing passenger safety and comfort  

 Remain cool, calm and collected regardless of the external temperature or humidity 

7.  Key less entry system 

 Keyless entry is a way of accessing a car without using a traditional key. Many use it as a convenience, as 

they are able to unlock all the doors at the touch of a button. This allows others, like children who are old 

enough to get in on their own, to enter the car quicker 

 Using a keyless entry is seen as both a convenience and a safety feature. The term keyless entry system 

originally meant a lock controlled by a keypad located at or near the driver's door, which required entering 

a predetermined (or self-programmed) numeric code.  

 Keyless entry systems allow you to unlock and lock the doors to your vehicle without using a key. Keyless 

remotes contain a short-range radio transmitter, and must be within a certain range, usually 5-20 meters, 

of the car to work. When a button is pushed, it sends a coded signal by radio waves to a receiver unit in the 

car, which locks or unlocks the door. 

 

Part C 

3.  

a) Electronic fuel injector construction and working: 
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• The injector valve unit consists of a solenoid winding mounted on the rear section of the soft-iron injector 

body, and a fluted needle-valve (which also supports the armature plunger) is guided in the nozzle body 

which forms the forward section of the injector.  
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• Both sections of the valve are enclosed and held together by the valve casing. When the current energizes 

the solenoid, the generated magnetic field lifts the armature and needle-valve against the helical return-

spring resistance, to a position where the needle stop collar contacts a stop-plate-this limited movement 

having been pre-set to about 0.1 mm. 

•  The needle-valve tip is of the pintle type and, when open, forms with the nozzle body a calibrated annular 

orifice resulting in a hollow conical fuel spray discharge. 

•  With this type of injection system both fuel pressure and the injector needle-nozzle orifice are constant. 

•  Therefore, the only other variable factor to control the amount of injected fuel is the duration of the 

needle-valve opening 

• The quantity of fuel to be injected will depend upon a number of sensed operating parameters, such as air 

flow rate, engine speed, engine temperature, inlet air temperature and atmospheric pressure.  

• Consequently, to meet all these different running conditions, the needle-valve pull-in and release times 

are able to range from 1.0 To 1.5 milliseconds. 

•  A current of approximately 1.5 A is needed to actuate each injector solenoid and valve.  

• Upon the engine ignition being switched off, the solenoid current is interrupted and the return spring will 

push the needle-valve onto its seat, this completely seals the injector from the intake port and prevents 

the fuel line pressure decreasing. 

b)  MPFI system 

 

• MPFI means multi point fuel injection or multi port fuel injection. 
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• It has separate fuel injector for each cylinder.  

• In MPFI system fuel injects into individual cylinders, that is the injector sprays the fuel into intake port 

on the manifold side of the inlet valve of each cylinder based on commands from engine control 

module 

• This system also allows each cylinder to be controlled independently.  

• The ECU monitors various engine parameters like speed, load etc.. and accordingly decides just how 

much fuel is to be injected into the cylinder and at precisely what time to be injected 

• The MPFI gives higher output, faster throttle response under varying driving conditions. 

• Have better cylinder to cylinder distribution. 

•  Eliminate the need to preheat the intake manifold 

4. 

a)  CRDI system: 

 

• CRDI stands for Common Rail Direct Injection  

• It means direct injection of the fuel into the cylinders of a diesel engine via a single, common line, 

called the common rail which is connected to all the fuel injectors 

• Whereas ordinary diesel direct fuel-injection systems have to build up pressure a new for each and 

every injection cycle, the new common rail (line) engines maintain constant pressure regardless of 

the injection sequence. This pressure then remains permanently available throughout the fuel line. 
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• The electronic control unit (ECU) modifies injection pressure precisely and as needed, based on data 

obtained from sensors on the cam and crankshafts.  

• In other words, compression and injection occur independently of each other. This technique allows 

fuel to be injected as needed, saving fuel and lowering emissions. 

• Solenoid or piezoelectric valves make possible fine electronic control over the fuel injection time and 

quantity, and the higher pressure that the common rail technology makes available provides better 

fuel atomization. 

• In common rail systems, a high-pressure pump stores a reservoir of fuel at high pressure up to 1600 

bars.  

• In order to lower engine noise, the engine's electronic control unit can inject a small amount of diesel 

just before the main injection event ("pilot" injection), thus reducing its explosiveness and vibration, 

as well as optimizing injection timing and quantity for variations in fuel quality, cold starting and so 

on. Some advanced common rail fuel systems perform as many as five injections per stroke. 

• Common rail engines require very short (< 10 second) or no heating-up time at all , dependent on 

ambient temperature, and produce lower engine noise and emissions than older systems. 

b)  Actuators used in MPFI systems: 

 An actuator is a device which converts an electrical signal into a desired mechanical output. 

 There are many actuators used in an MPFI system like IAC valve, High pressure injectors, Fuel pump 

relay, EGR valve etc… 

IAC (Idle Air Control) valve: 

 It is located in the air intake system of MPFI in the throttle body. 

 It controls the opening of the bypass air passage at the engine idling time.  

 The air bypasses the throttle valve through the passage and finally drawn in to the intake manifold.  

 The opening and closing of the valve itself is determined by operation of the magnet which is 

connected to it. The magnet operates according to electric current from ECM. 

Fuel Injector: 

 It is the main actuator in the MPFI system 
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 These are precision built solenoid valves.  

 They have single or multiple orifices which spray fuel into the intake manifold.  

 The fuel is taken from a common rail/header, pressurized to around 3 bars, fed by a high pressure 

fuel pump.  

 Each cylinder have one injector 

 It injects the fuel into the inlet manifold according to the signal from Engine control module. 

5. 

a) Bharat stage emission standards  

 Bharat stage emission standards are emission standards instituted by the Government of India to 

regulate the output of air pollutants from internal combustion engine equipment, including motor 

vehicles. .. 

 The standards and the timeline for implementation are set by the Central Pollution Control Board 

under the Ministry of Environment & Forests and climate change.  

 The standards, based on European regulations were first introduced in 2000. Progressively stringent 

norms have been rolled out since then. All new vehicles manufactured after the combustion engines 

and Spark-ignition implementation of the norms have to be compliant with the regulations. 

  Since October 2010, Bharat Stage (BS) III norms have been enforced across the country. In 13 major 

cities, Bharat Stage IV emission norms have been in place since April 2010 and it has been enforced 

for entire country since April 2017. In 2016, the Indian government announced that the country 

would skip the BS- V norms altogether and adopt BS-VI norms by 2020.  

 On November 15, 2017 The Petroleum Ministry of India in consultation with Public Oil Marketing 

Companies decided to bring forward the date of BS-VI grade auto fuels in NCT of Delhi with effect 

from April 1, 2018 instead of April 1, 2020.  

 In fact, Petroleum Ministry OMCS were asked to examine the possibility of introduction of BS-VI auto 

fuels in the whole of NCR area from April 1, 2019. This huge step was taken due the heavy problem of 

air pollution faced by Delhi which became worse around this year. The decision was met with 

disarray by the automobile companies as they had planned the development according to roadmap 

for 2020.  

 The phasing out of 2-stroke engine for two wheelers, the cessation of production of Maruti 800 & 

introduction of electronic controls have been due to the regulations related to vehicular emissions. 
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 While the norms help in bringing down pollution levels, it invariably results in increased vehicle cost 

due to the improved technology & higher fuel prices. 

  However, this increase in private cost is offset by savings in health costs for the public, as there is 

lesser amount of disease causing particulate matter and pollution in the air. Exposure to air pollution 

can lead to respiratory and cardiovascular diseases, which is estimated to be the cause for 6.2 lakh 

early deaths in 2010, and the health cost of air pollution in India has been assessed at 3% of its GDP.  

b)   Evaporative Emission Control Systems (EVAP) using canister: 

It prevents toxic fuel vapours from fuel tank and carburettors entering the atmosphere.  

Parts 

 Non-vented fuel tank cap – prevents fuel vapours from entering the atmosphere. 

 Air Dome – hump formed at the top of the tank for fuel expansion.  

 Charcoal Canister – stores vapours when the engine is not running. 

- filled with active charcoal granules. 

 - Charcoal is capable of absorbing fuel vapours.  

 Purge Valve – controls the flow of vapours from the canister to the intake manifold. 

   - allows flow when engine is operating above idle speed 

 

•  In this system, vapors from the fuel tank and carburetor bowl vent (on carbureted vehicles) are given to 

canisters containing activated carbon while the engine is off. 

• The vapors are adsorbed within the canister. 

• When the engine starts to run, fresh air is drawn through the canister, pulling the vapor into the engine, by 

the help of engine vacuum through purge valve, where it burns. 
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• Thus leakage of petrol vapors to atmosphere is prevented and also petrol tank is v

6. 

a)  Blow by gas and its control: 

 Crankcase blow by gas are un

from the combustion chamber, pass the pistons and enter the crankcase. 

 Main constituent of blow

from a vehicle. 

 Controlled by Positive crank case ventilation 

 

 

PCV (Positive crank case ventilation) system

 In this filtered air from carburettor air cleaner is introduced in to the crankcase.  

 From where it carries away blow by gases and the petrol vapours in to the inlet manifold 

through a special PCV v

 Thus  the blow by gases and the petrol vapours  enter the engine combustion chamber and 

along with fresh charge and are burnt there

PCV Valve 

• The construction of  PCV valve is shown below 

• It consists of a spring loaded tapered valve to flow control

  

  

trol vapors to atmosphere is prevented and also petrol tank is vented effecti

 

Crankcase blow by gas are un burnt or partially burned fuel components that, 

from the combustion chamber, pass the pistons and enter the crankcase.  

tuent of blow-by emission is Hydro carbon. It may constitute 13

Controlled by Positive crank case ventilation system 

PCV (Positive crank case ventilation) system: 

 

In this filtered air from carburettor air cleaner is introduced in to the crankcase.  

From where it carries away blow by gases and the petrol vapours in to the inlet manifold 

through a special PCV valve.  

Thus  the blow by gases and the petrol vapours  enter the engine combustion chamber and 

along with fresh charge and are burnt there 

PCV valve is shown below  

It consists of a spring loaded tapered valve to flow control 

 

  

ented effectively  

ly burned fuel components that, under pressure, escape 

tute 13– 25% of total emissions 

In this filtered air from carburettor air cleaner is introduced in to the crankcase.   

From where it carries away blow by gases and the petrol vapours in to the inlet manifold 

Thus  the blow by gases and the petrol vapours  enter the engine combustion chamber and 
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• The crank case pressure and the manifold vacuum act together to open and  spring pressure tends to 

keep closed 

 

b) Control methods of SI engine pollution 

SI engine pollution can be controlled by 

a) By reducing of formation of pollutants: which can be done by 

1. Closed crank case ventilation 

2. Reducing evaporative emissions 

3. Exhaust gas recirculation 

4.  Redesigning the engine by 

a) By redesigning Combustion chamber 

b) Cooling system 

c) Fuel supply system 

d) Valve timing  

5. Air injection system 

6. Improving vehicle efficiency 

7. Use of Hybrid vehicles 

8. Improving driving efficiency 

b) By Treating Exhaust gas 

1. Using Catalytic converter 
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2. Using After burners. 

7.  

a) 

 

 

 

 

 

Circuit diagram 

MAIN COMPONENTS 

1. Rain level sensor 

2. Temperature sensor 

3. Humidity sensor 

4. CAN (Controller Area Network) (It defines a standard for efficient and reliable communication between sensors, 

actuator, controller in real time application)

  

  

 

(Controller Area Network) (It defines a standard for efficient and reliable communication between sensors, 

actuator, controller in real time application) 

 

  

(Controller Area Network) (It defines a standard for efficient and reliable communication between sensors, 
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5. Motor Driver (Motor driver actuates the motor to run at high speed or low speed based on the amount of the 

rain level detector) 

6. Microcontroller 

WORKING  

• The CAN collect the information about amount of rain, temperature, moister from sensors and from various 

other units.  

• This information sends towards the microcontroller for further processing.  

• The microcontroller sends the signal to the motor driver circuit. Then the motor driver actuates the motor to 

run at high speed or low speed based on the amount of the rain level detected.  

 

b)  Automobile A/C system usually contains pressure controlling devices like thermal expansion valve, orifice tube, 

accumulator, pressure switch etc…. 

PRESSURE REGULATING DEVICES OF A/C  

Controlling the evaporator temperature can be accomplished by controlling refrigerant pressure and flow into the 

evaporator. Many variations of pressure regulators have been introduced since the 1940's. Two of them described 

below 

  ORIFICE TUBE 

 It is located in the inlet tube of the evaporator, or in the liquid line, somewhere between the outlet of the 

condenser and the inlet of the evaporator. This point can be found in a properly functioning system by locating the 

area between the outlet of the condenser and the inlet of the evaporator that suddenly makes the change from hot 

to cold.  

You should then see small dimples placed in the line that keep the orifice tube from moving. Most of the orifice 

tubes in use today measure approximately three inches in length and consist of a small brass tube, surrounded by 

plastic, and covered with a filter screen at each end.  

It is not uncommon for these tubes to become clogged with small debris. 
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THERMAL EXPANSION VALVE  

Another common refrigerant regulator is the thermal expansion valve, or TXV. This type of valve can sense both 

temperature and pressure, and is very efficient at regulating refrigerant flow to the evaporator. Several variations 

of this valve are commonly found. This type of valve is usually located at the firewall, between the evaporator inlet 

and outlet tubes and the liquid and suction lines. These types of valves, although efficient, have some 

disadvantages over orifice tube systems. Like orifice tubes these valves ean beceme clogged with debris, but aiso 

have small moving parts thet may stick and malfunction due to corrosion.  

8.  

a)  Cruise control system 

 

• Cruise control (sometimes known as speed control or auto cruise in some countries) is a system that 

automatically controls the speed of a motor vehicle. 

•  The system is a servomechanism that takes over the throttle of the car to maintain a steady speed as set by 

the driver. The driver must bring the vehicle up to speed manually and use a button to set the cruise control 

to a speed. 

•  The cruise control system automatically controls the vehicle speed, allows the vehicle to run at a constant 

speed without need for the driver to keep the accelerator pedal depressed. The cruise control system is 

controlled by the engine control module (ECM).  

• When the driver has activated the system and made a desired speed setting, the engine control module 

(ECM) compares the actual vehicle with the preset set speed, and then generates a signal according to the 

difference between the two speeds.  
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• This signal is transmitted to the electronic control throttle. The electronic control throttle operates the 

throttle valve as necessary to keep the preset vehicle speed. When the actual vehicle speed is higher than the 

set side, the throttle valve of the electronic control throttle moves in the closing direction by the amount 

corresponding to the difference between the two speeds.  

• When the actual vehicle speed is lower than the set speed, the throttle valve of the electronic control throttle 

moves in the opening direction by the amount corresponding to the difference between the two speeds. 

Most cruise control systems do not allow the use of cruise control below a certain speed.  

• SENSORS AND PARTS OF CRUISE CONTROL 

 Brake switch: Clutch switch: Vehicle speed sensor: Cruise control module: Actuator: Throttle linkage 

b)  Electric Seat: 

• A power seat in an automobile is a seat which can be adjusted by using a switch or joystick and a set of 

small electric motors.  

• Most cars with this feature have controls for the driver's seat only, though almost all luxury cars also have power 

controls for the front passenger seat. 

• In addition to fore and aft adjustments, power seats can be raised or lowered and tilted to suit the comfort of the 

driver and/or passenger. Many power seats allow occupants to adjust the seat lumbar or back recline, all at the 

push of a button or flick of a switch. 

• A typical power-operated seat includes a reversible electric motor and a transmission assembly that has three 

solenoids and six drive cables that turn the six seat adjusters. 

• A screw jack assembly is often called a gear nut and is used to move the front or back of the seat cushion up and 

down. 

• Most power seats use a permanent magnet motor that can be reversed by simply reversing the polarity of the 

current sent to the motor by the seat switch. 

9.  

a)    Air Bag 
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 An air bag slows the passenger's speed to zero with little or no damage Air bags are designed to keep our head, neck 

and chest from hitting in to the dash board, steering wheel or windshield in the event of collision. The constraints that 

it has to work within are (a) The air bag has the space between the passengers and the steering wheel or dash board is 

very small (b) Only a fraction of a second time available.  

• Air bag module is composed of the nylon bag and an igniter-inflator mechanism  

• Air bag is a strong nylon bag attached to the metal frame of the module 

• Air bag igniters produces a small spark when an electrical signal is sent from the control unit 

• Propellant charge is sodium azide, which converts to nitrogen gas as it burns 

 

Operation of the system 

• The driver is in the normal seating position prior to impact. About 15 ms after the impact, the vehicle is 

strongly decelerated and the airbag is triggered. 

• After about 30 ms the airbag unfolds and the driver will have moved forward The seat- belt will have locked or 

been tensioned depending on the system. 

• At 40 ms after impact the airbag will be fully inflated and the driver's momentum will be absorbed by the 

airbag.  

•  About 120 ms after impact the driver will be moved back have into the seat and the airbag will almost 

deflated through the side. 

• About 120 ms after impact the driver will be moved back have into the seat and the airbag will almost deflated 

through the side. 

b)  Drive by wire system 

• Drive-by-wire is a catch-all term that can refer to a number of electronic systems that take either augment or 

completely replace traditional mechanical controls. 

• Drive-by-wire is one the most precise and currently used technology in the automobiles field.  

• It ensures to develop the way cars are being driven today with whole new experience for the drive. 

• In this system mechanical linkages in an automobile are replaced by electronic system, which works of 

transmitting and receiving signals and gives quick response. 
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• Instead of using cables, hydraulic pressure, and other ways of providing a driver with direct, physical control 

over the speed or direction of a vehicle, drive-by-wire technology uses electronic controls to activate the 

brakes, control the steering, and operate other systems. 

• But this system is not totally depend on electronic system it has supportive mechanical system, which is small 

in size with less fundamental function. 

• Drive-By-Wire increases the accuracy as it eliminates the mechanical linkages.  

• There are three main vehicle control systems that are commonly replaced with electronic controls: 

1. Throttle by wire  

2. Steer-by-wire system  

3. Brake by wire 

 

10.  

a)  Adaptive Noise Control 

• The principle of adaptive noise control is to cancel out the original source of noise by using sound, 

which is identical and 180 degrees out of phase, or in anti-phase.  

• Figure shows three signals, the original noise, the anti-phase cancelling waveform and the residual 

noise.  

• Figure 2 demonstrates the method used where the original noise is picked up by a microphone, 

inverted and amplified, and then replayed by a suitably located speaker. This effectively cancels out 

the noise. 

• While the theory is relatively simple, until recently it has not been suitable particularly for motor 

vehicle use. This is because the wide range of noise frequencies produced need fast response time to 

deliver acceptable result. Low frequency noise (< 200 Hz), causes boom in a vehicle, and hence it 

becomes very difficult to reduce by conventional methods. 

• The system developed by Lotus Engineering uses eight microphones embedded in the vehicle 

headlining to sample the noise.  
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• A digital signal processor measures the average sound pressure energy across the cabin and adjusts 

the phase and amplitude of the anti-noise signals. These are played through the in-car speaker 

system until, through measuring the error signal from the microphones, a minimum noise is 

achieved.  

• The maximum active noise control can be achieved in about 70 m s. A quality loudspeaker system is 

necessary, which is capable of producing up to 40 W RMS per channel. This is not uncommon on may 

ICE systems. 

•  A typical layout of an adaptive noise control system is shown is Fig.2 

• The greatest improvements are achieved in small vehicles, where the perceived reduction is as much 

as 80%.  

  

 

b) Electronic Stability Control ( ESC) 

• Electronic stability control (ESC) is a computerized technology that improves the safety of a vehicle's stability 

by reducing loss of traction (skidding). 

•  When ESC detects loss of steering control, it automatically applies the brakes to help "steer" the vehicle 

where the driver intends to go. Braking is automatically applied to wheels individually. 

•  Some ESC systems also reduce engine power until control is regained. During normal driving, ESC works in the 

background and continuously monitors steering and vehicle direction. 
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•  It compares the driver's intended direction to the vehicle's actual direction. ESC intervenes only when it 

detects a probable loss of steering control that is when the vehicle is not going where the driver is steering. 

ESC estimates the direction of the skid, and then applies the brakes to individual wheels in order to bring the 

vehicle back in line with the driver's commanded direction.  

• Additionally, the system may reduce engine power to slow the vehicle down.  

• ESC utilises wheel speed sensors to monitor the road wheels, as well as a yaw speed sensor to detect its level 

of movement through the z axis (spinning) and a steering wheel angle sensor. 

•  It also uses traction control and anti-lock braking system; it can’t work on its own.   

• Traction Control is used in order to drop acceleration from the wheel that is deemed to be slipping.  

• ESC also uses ABS to activate the brakes on individual wheels at the required level to prevent the driver from 

losing control  

 


